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Synthetic genomes, life forms and functions 
 
Overview 
 
The genome serves as the blueprint of every organism on earth. A rigorous understanding of how genomic 
information encodes a particular life form, and the ability to design and synthesize new genomes de novo, 
will drastically advance our understanding of life and improve our ability to engineer organisms. We aim 
to advance this goal by inventing novel concepts and developing unique methods to ‘write’ the sequences 
of entire genomes within living cells. We have also been exploring applications of such techniques to 
engineer synthetic organisms with expanded genetic codes and/or new capabilities, and to ultimately create 
novel life forms with functions beyond the limits of nature. Our proposed steps towards the creation of such 
synthetic life forms are each significant and substantial; and scalable and modular with other steps in the 
process. We plan to initially test and push the perceived boundaries of life using Escherichia coli as a model 
system, and then expand into higher organisms.  
 
REXER and GENESIS 
 

          
 
 
The design and synthesis of genomes provide a powerful approach for understanding and engineering 
biology.  Genome synthesis can elucidate synonymous codon function, facilitate genetically encoded 
unnatural polymer synthesis, and accelerate metabolic engineering. Methods that i) work with industry 
applicable bacteria and higher organisms, ii) replace the genome in defined sections, iii) provide feedback 
on precisely where a given design fails and on how to repair it, and iv) that can be rapidly iterated for whole 
genome replacement, would accelerate our ability to understand and manipulate the information encoded 
in genomes. However, in E. coli – the workhorse of synthetic biology – progress on replacing large sections 

Figure 1.  Iterating REXER for GENESIS.  
a. λ red recombination, REXER 2 and REXER 

4. CRISPR protospacers are coloured 
rectangles. Coloured triangles indicate 
CRISPR/Cas9 cut sites. HR: homologous 
regions; s.DNA: synthetic DNA; g.DNA: 
genomic DNA; + and +1: KanR; -1: rpsL, +2: 
CmR, -2: sacB. REXER 4 augments REXER 2 
by adding two extra cut sites flanking the 
genomic -1/+1 locus.   
b. Locus specificity of λ red recombination, 
REXER 2 and REXER 4 using identical 
homologous regions.  
c. REXER 2 and REXER 4 are dependent on 
the CRISPR/Cas9 system and recombination 
machinery. Controls omit either spacer RNA or 
lambda red beta.  
d. The efficiency of REXER 2 and REXER 4 is 
constant for insertions between 2 kb and 90 kb, 
with around 104 c.f.u. for REXER 2 and 107 
c.f.u. for REXER 4.  
e. The product of the first round of REXER 
serves as a direct template for the second round 
of REXER. Iterative genomic replacement by 
REXER will enable genome replacement in a 
series of steps following the Genome Stepwise 
Interchange Synthesis (GENESIS) strategy. 
Pink segment: synthetic DNA; grey segment: 
genomic DNA; +1: KanR; -1: rpsL, +2: CmR, -
2: sacB. 
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of the genome has been slower than in naturally recombinogenic organisms. Sequence specific 
recombinases may be introduced into E. coli to direct recombination at defined target sequences, that must 
be introduced into the genome in advance, and these approaches cannot be iterated. Lambda red mediated 
homologous recombination is commonly limited to deletion or inserting/replacing only 2-3 kb of genomic 
DNA with limited efficiency and locus specificity (Figure 1).  
 
To address these challenges, we have designed and developed the Replicon Excision Enhanced 
Recombination (REXER) system, which enables efficient, programmable, iterative, one-step introduction 
of long synthetic DNA fragment into the genome, as insertions or replacements (Figure 1). Because of the 
iterative nature of REXER, the product from the first round can serve as a direct template for the next round, 
leading to consolidation of a progressively longer synthetic segment on the genome. Iteration of REXER 
steps paves the foundation for the Genome Stepwise Interchange Synthesis (GENESIS) strategy, which 
synthesizes a new genome from a wildtype template through multiple consecutive REXER steps (Figure 
1e). Given the length independence of REXER and the ability of E. coli to readily accept 300-kb bacterial 
artificial chromosomes (BACs), the entire 4.6-mb E. coli genome can be replaced with synthetic DNA in 
around 15 steps. Each step takes only a few days to implement and convergent syntheses may further 
accelerate complete genome synthesis.  
 
Based on the extremely high efficiency of REXER and the deep sequencing capacity offered by Next 
Generation Sequencing, we have further developed and adapted our REXER method to locate and correct 
deleterious design flaws on synthetic DNA with single nucleotide accuracy. Such abilities to very quickly 
test, debug, validate and improve synthetic DNA design is unique to our methods, and crucial in deciphering 
the hidden message of life during our expedition to create a synthetic life form powered by a synthetic 
genome. 
 
Investigating the hidden meaning of synonymous codon choices 
 
With the ability to synthesize genomes de novo using REXER and GENESIS, we are interested in the 
design of a synthetic genome with certain synonymous codons removed by recoding to alternative 
synonymous substitutions. Such recoded codons could be subsequently reassigned to encode unnatural 
amino acids. In addition to the TAG amber stop codon, we have identified 10 sense codons in 5 subsets 
(two codons each subset, which need to be removed simultaneously to enable subsequent reassignment) 
that could serve both as a complete set of codons targeted for genome-wide removal and as a model set to 
study synonymous codon choices using REXER mediated recoding (Figure 2).  

 

 
 

The recoding study will not only identify the best synonymous substitution for each of the target codons, 
but more importantly shine light on the meanings of synonymous codon choices. Nature chooses one triplet 
codon from up to six potential synonyms to encode each amino acid at each position in the genome; this 
choice can define transcriptional or translational regulatory elements, translation speed, mRNA folding, 
gene expression, co-translational folding, protein production levels, and is likely to have further 
undiscovered roles. Synonymous codons may have distinct roles at different sites in the genome, and there 
may be epistatic interactions amongst codons within and between genes.  

 

Figure 2. 11 codons targeted for removal 
by recoding. Identifying target codons for 
removal (grey), and all possible synonymous 
substitutions to which they can be recoded. 
Numbers indicate the total number of 
different recoding options for a given subset 
of target codons with fixed projections 
between targets and synonyms throughout the 
genome. 
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We would like to perform REXER using the 11 target codons to systematically investigate synonymous 
codon functions on an operon scale, and gradually expand to alternative and longer genomic regions. It 
would be very challenging to implement this idea using conventional methods, not only due to an inability 
to efficiently introduce a very high density of synonymous codons across many essential genes, but also 
because of the need to precisely pin-point allowed and disallowed synonymous codon changes with high 
throughput and accuracy. REXER serves as a promising tool to fundamentally address all these challenges, 
and to systematically and exhaustively investigate hidden meanings of synonymous codons across the 
genome. It would mark the first study on high density and systematic synonymous codon substitutions 
being attempted on a genome scale. This study will reveal numerous positions where synonymous codon 
choices are not random but a ‘deliberate’ evolution choice, and help to unravel the possible hidden code 
within the codon choices along the open reading frames of many genes. 
 
De novo synthesis of a recoded genome with expanded decoding capacity 
 

   
 
Based on a better understanding of synonymous codon choices, we would like to combine the most viable 
synonymous codon substitutions together and test their feasibility to simultaneously recode all 11 target 
codons. When implemented in the whole genome, this combined recoding will remove 11 triplet codons 
from the decoding box, and free-up 17% (11 out of 64) of all triplet decoding capacity for reassignment to 
encode unnatural amino acids.  
 
A synthetic genome with all 11 target codons reassigned is indeed ambitious and potentially risky, and can 
only proceed following the identification of viable recoding schemes for all target codons. One possible 
compromise with significantly reduced technological risk is to solely remove and reassign a subset of the 
11 proposed target codons (Figure 3). This also allows us to individually test the feasibility of removing 
and reassigning an isolated subset genome-wide before combining them with the remaining target codons.  
 
We further plan to expand the number of reassigned codons by a factor of four using quadruplet decoding 
(Figure 3, step vi). When fully utilized, this can create up to 44 distinct quadruplet codons based on the 

Figure 3. Expanding decoding capacity through 
removing and reassigning decoding redundancy.  
Step i identifies target codons for removal (e.g. serine 
codon TCG and TCA, and stop codon TAG; in grey).  
Step ii identifies the best synonymous replacements by 
testing defined recoding schemes. For example, TAA is 
identified as a viable replacement to TAG.  
Step iii systematically recodes the target codons to the 
identified synonymous replacements in the de novo 
synthesized genome across all genomic positions.  
Step iv removes the redundant tRNAs (Ser tRNACGA and 
Ser tRNAUGA, in grey) and release factor 1 (RF1, in grey) 
to free-up the decoding capacity of removed codons TCG, 
TCA, and TAG.  
Step v introduces evolved synthetase/tRNA pairs (in blue) 
to encode unnatural amino acids (u.a.a., blue star) 
quantitatively in response to reassigned triplet codons 
TCG, TCA, and TAG. Through the five defined steps, the 
previous serine codon TCG and TCA, and stop codon 
TAG in the wildtype genome have been reassigned to 
solely encode unnatural amino acids in the synthetic 
genome.  
Step vi expands the reassigned decoding capacities by a 
factor of four by introducing 12 quadruplet codons and 
corresponding quadruplet decoding evolved 
synthetase/tRNA pairs (in orange). 
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initial 11 freed-up triplet codons to dramatically expand the number of unnatural amino acids that can be 
incorporated simultaneously.  
 
Directed Evolution of Ribo-X and Ribo-Q 
 
In our past research, we have utilized directed evolution approaches to evolve novel ribosomal decoding 
capacities to redefine the amber stop codon and create quadruplet codons to encode multiple unnatural 
amino acids in vivo. Based on orthogonal translation machinery that is insulated from the expression of 
the proteome by the endogenous ribosomes and mRNAs (Figure 4a), we evolved the decoding property of 
the orthogonal ribosome to firstly efficiently decode the UAG amber stop codon as a new sense codon 
(Ribo-X, Figure 4b), and then to decode quadruplet codons (Ribo-Q, Figure 4c). We then evolved a set of 
four quadruplet tRNAs that can efficiently decode their cognate quadruplet codon (TAGA, AGGA, 
AGTA, or CTAG) on orthogonal mRNAs by Ribo-Q for incorporation of multiple distinct unnatural 
amino acids (Figure 4d). These experiments established that it is possible to evolve the ribosome and the 
tRNAs to drastically enhance the efficiency of unnatural amino acid incorporation in response to a 
synthetic orthogonal quadruplet code (Figure 4).  

 
 

 
 

 
 
Synthetic life forms with novel decoding rules and building blocks 
 
We aim to combine our expertise in genome synthesis, quadruplet decoding, and unnatural amino acid 
chemistry to ultimately synthesize a synthetic cell that runs on synthetic quadruplet decoding rules with up 
to 44=256 quadruplet codons for unnatural amino acid incorporation, fundamentally going beyond the limits 
of the 64 codons in the triplet decoding space and the 20 basic natural amino acids available to earthly life 
forms.  
 

Figure 4.  Development of a 
synthetic orthogonal quadruplet 
code for efficient incorporation of 
unnatural amino acids.  
a. The O-ribosome and O-mRNA 
run orthogonally to their wildtype 
endogenous counterparts.  
b. Evolving the decoding property 
of O-ribosome to decode UAG as a 
sense codon (riboX) for unnatural 
amino acid.  
c. Creation of riboQ with the ability 
to decode quadruplet codons.  
d. Systematic directed evolution of 
quadruplet decoding tRNAs to 
encode multiple distinct unnatural 
amino acids in response to a riboQ 
based synthetic orthogonal 
quadruplet code with maximally 
44=256 new quadruplet codons for 
unnatural amino acid incorporation. 


